FROM ADGP ARMED BNS. JALANDHAR.

TO
COMDT. 9TH BN. PAP ASR.
COMDT. 36TH BN. PAP BGH, PTL.
COMDTS. 13TH & 82ND BN. PAP CHG.
COMDTS. 7TH, 27TH, 75TH & 80TH BN. PAP JALANDHAR.
COMDT. IST IRB PTL.
COMDTS. 2ND AND 6TH IRBNS LADDA KOTHI SGR.
COMDT. 3RD IRB LDH.
COMDTS. 4TH & 7TH IRB KPT.
COMDT. 5TH IRB ASR.
COMDTS. IST, 2ND CDO BNS, BGH (PTL).
COMDT. 5TH CDO BN. POLICE LINE BATHINDA.
COMDTS. 3RD & 4TH CDO BNS, MOHALI.
COMDT. PCTS BHG, PTL.
COMDT. PAP TRG CENTRE JRC. (BY HAND)
COMDT. ISTC/PAP KPT.
I/C CONTROL ROOM PAP JRC.
I/C COMMANDO CONTROL ROOM BHG, PTL.
SUPDT (ADMN.)

COPY TO
DGP PB. CHG (E-1 BRANCH)
DGP INT. PB. CHG.
DGP V & S PSPC PL PTL.
CHIEF DIRECTOR VB, PB. CHG.
ADGP SECURITY, PB. CHG.
ADGP CRIME, PB. CHG.
ADGP, SOQ & CDO BNS. BHG PTL.
DIRECTOR, PPA PHR.
COMMISSIONER, DELHI POLICE, DELHI.
COMMISSIONER, E & T PB. PTL.
COMMISSIONER, STATE TRANSPORT, PB. CHG.
COMMISSIONER OF POLICE. ASR.
COMMISSIONER, MC. JALANDHAR, LDH AND ASR.
IGP CDO BHG PTL.
IGP IRB PTL.
IGP SSG, PB. CHG.
IGP UT CHG.
IGP LOKPAL, PB. CHG.
DIG/PAP-2 & TRG. PB. CHG.
DIG/ADMN. IRB PTL.
DIG/ADMN. CDO BN. BHG PTL.
COMDT. PRTC JAHANKHELAN.
SSP, GSP.
I/C CONTROL ROOM, PAP JALANDHAR.
SUPDT. (ADMN.) IN OFFICE.
POSTING CLERK.

NO/7630-73/CB-SA-2 DATED 29.08.2018 (*) PLEASE REFER TO THIS OFFICE ORDER NO. 17580-635/CB-SA-2 DATED 29.08.2018 REG. LOCAL RANK OF ASSISTANT SUB-INSPECTOR (*) IT IS INTIMATED THAT 655 HEAD CONSTABLES/PR AND HEAD CONSTABLES OF ARMED CADRE INCLUDING DEPUTATIONISTS HAVE BEEN GRANTED LOCAL RANK OF ASSISTANT SUB-INSPECTOR VIDE THIS OFFICE ORDER UNDER REFERENCE WHICH MAY BE COLLECTED FROM THE WEBSITE WWW.PUNJABARMEDPOLICE.CO.IN FOR COMPLIANCE (*) FOR I/C ERMS CELL, PAP JALL. ONLY (*) THE ABOVE SAID ORDER MAY BE UPLOADED ON THE WEBSITE AND COMPLIANCE REPORT BE SENT TO THIS OFFICE BY 29.08.2018 (*) COPY OF ORDER IS ALSO ENCLODED HEREWITH (*)

FOR ADGP ARMED BNS. JALANDHAR.

[Signature]

Gurcharan Singh